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ABSTRACT 
Web search engines have gained tremendous audiences for infor-
mation retrieval from unstructured documents. The number of 
structured and semi-structured documents available on the web is 
also huge, and collections of these are more amenable to data min-
ing. Yet there has been no similar explosion of interest in this kind 
of exploration. Finding patterns in databases of political contribu-
tions, pollution and environmental data, or hospital and school 
performance would surely interest many citizens. The Perspectives 
Browser is intended to support this kind of exploration for users 
with little or no training in statistics or programming. Given an 
“advanced search” type query, it visualizes dependencies on the 
query of up to 30 variables. In preliminary studies, participants 
found interesting three-variable dependencies in an art collection. 
We concentrate on image databases because the content can be 
concisely summarized, but the dependency visualization applies to 
any hierarchically organized nominal or ordinal variables. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Currently there are two ends of a spectrum in visual approaches to 
knowledge discovery within large datasets: Visual Data Mining 
(VDM) and Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA). VDM seeks to 
combine peoples’ semantic knowledge and innate visual pattern 
recognition ability with the computers’ ability to systematically 
search and explicitly compute expected and observed frequencies 
[9]. VDM’s main challenge has been in both finding efficient algo-
rithms for searching large databases and visualization techniques 
for displaying large databases. EDA, on the other hand, focuses on 
data visualizations where users can interactively manipulate display 
characteristics in order to discover underlying structures in the 
data. While both of these methods provide insight into the underly-
ing data, they require users to have both an understanding of sta-
tistics and an ability to computationally manipulate the data and 
the visualization display characteristics. 

Many people have a need to engage in knowledge discovery 
tasks, such as parents who want to explore school performance 
records in order to select a good school; patients who wish to 
learn more about hospitals before selecting a healthcare provider 
or choosing a facility for a medical procedure; and voters who 
wish to better understand the relationships between political con-
tributions and voting records when deciding who to vote for. 
However, because of the high skill bar required for both VDM and 
EDA, most people can’t attempt this task. This was once the case 

for information retrieval tasks but research and commercial devel-
opment have helped produce tools such as Google that open up 
information retrieval tasks to almost anyone who can type. 

In order to address this issue we constructed an interface called 
the Perspectives Browser (PB). This interface provides non-
technical users with an interactive visualization technique that 
makes differences between expected and observed frequencies 
clear for one family of statistical models. While highly interactive 
for small datasets, PB lacks the flexibility of most EDA systems. 
Instead, it represents a third approach to visual knowledge focused 
more specifically on learnability, responsiveness, robust-ness, and 
providing a satisfying user experience than on providing the most 
investigative power of EDA or VDM.   

PB employs a novel kind of histogram that interactively displays 
deviations from a null-hypothesis distribution, allowing non-
technical users to explore and discover underlying structures in the 
data that do not meet their expectations. When constructing a 
query, PB allows users to see (i) how many items match the cur-
rent query, (ii) the distribution of items for each attribute, and (iii) 
whether the distribution is in accordance with the assumption that 
attributes are independent. To find dependencies, it is important to 
be able to compare the distribution over the entire dataset (the 
unconditional distribution) to that for a subset of interest (the con-
ditional distribution). By observing the associations among attrib-
utes, users can find interesting questions to explore. 

In order to better understand the knowledge discovery needs of 
non-technical users and to gain insights into how PB might meet 
these needs, we conducted an informal study using a database 
containing 37,000 works from the collection of the Fine Arts Mu-
seum of San Francisco. Participants appeared to use the interface 
for ordinary searching and browsing of datasets with hierarchically 
structured meta-data better than other commercial or research 
systems. In addition, participants were also able to make interest-
ing discoveries while exploring the data. However, the sessions did 
suggest that our intended audience does not have an innate under-
standing of how or why they might want to find patterns within 
datasets. We are hopeful that over the next decade the idea of 
pattern finding will become more widely understood, just as infor-
mation retrieval has been widely adopted, and we feel that tools 
that provide non-technical audiences the ability to find patterns will 
hasten this transition. 

2 RELATED WORK 
Information Retrieval Approaches 
Information Retrieval (IR) approaches to knowledge discovery 
through data visualization use space two ways: by explicitly map-
ping attributes and by clustering. Clustering methods use vector 
space models with hundreds or thousands of dimensions to repre-
sent document content. Visualization of these models involves 
reducing the dimensionality to 2D or 3D, resulting in a visual 
space where absolute position is meaningless, but where similar 
documents tend cluster near one another [17].  Since these meth-
ods don’t show meta-data attributes explicitly, they do not help 
users find associations.  
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IR visualizations that employ explicit spatial mapping usually fo-
cus on displaying only documents relevant to a specific query, as 
opposed to comparing the result set with the entire dataset. There-
fore they don’t support the statistical approach to pattern finding 
based on comparing observed and expected distributions. Exam-
ples of explicit mappings include showing relevance as a graphical 
property such as position or size. Even traditional ranked lists such 
as found in web search engines fall in this category. Metadata at-
tributes like date and location may also be mapped to graphical 
properties, as in timelines or maps [3].  

HierAxes 
HierAxes have been used to plot documents in a space defined by 
hierarchical x- and y-axes [16], such as the ACM Classification 
system. Although only two dimensions are shown at a time, the 
dimensions on each axis can be changed interactively. 2D has the 
potential to show correlations between those dimensions better 
than the PBs use of multiple 1D visualizations. However, showing 
correlations for nominal attributes effectively is difficult. Indeed 
the examples in Shneiderman et al.’s work only mention patterns 
that can be seen easily in multiple 1D visualizations [16]. Further, 
subjects tended to become lost when they had filtered on dimen-
sions that were no longer visible. 

Multi-Dimensional Approaches 
Of the known multi-dimensional information visualization tech-
niques, parallel coordinates [8] is simpler than most and probably 
the most popular. This is the basis for PB’s use of parallel histo-
grams. More advanced techniques that use space hierarchically, 
such as Mosaic Displays [6], Worlds Within Worlds [5], Mihalisin 
et. al.’s visualizations of multivariate functions and distributions 
[14], and Trellis Displays [1], retain the advantages of orthogonal 
axes at a cost of being harder to learn. 

Flamenco 
Flamenco organizes image collections by multiple hierarchical 
attributes and supports incremental query construction that com-
bines restrictions on attributes with text search [18]. The scenarios 
described in this paper are based on metadata created by the Fla-
menco project, and our interface supports the same style of incre-
mental queries. In fact, any Flamenco usage scenario could be 
reproduced virtually gesture for gesture in our interface. However, 
in Flamenco feedback on conditional distributions is only shown 
textually. By default, attribute values are sorted alphabetically 
rather than by cardinality, and counts aren’t even aligned, so un-
derstanding distributions is a cognitive task rather than a percep-
tual one. Further, the counts only show the number of works in a 
category that matches the query instead on comparing this number 
with the total number for a given attribute, so finding associations 
among attributes must be done externally by the user. For exam-
ple, if the count for Location=Europe is higher than that for Loca-
tion=North America given a query Theme=Military, it might be 
because a higher percentage of European works have a military 
theme, or it might simply be that there are more European works 
in the collection.  

Flamenco filters are limited to one value per attribute. This is es-
pecially limiting when naturally quantitative attributes like Date are 
demoted to hierarchical ones by discretizing into centuries and 
decades. For instance, Flamenco can’t filter for US works created 
between the Civil War and World War II, because that range does 
not coincide with either the 19th century or the 20th century, or to 
any decade within a century value. PB instead follows the Win-
dows convention of using shift and control keys to allow users to 
select multiple attributes. 

Relation Browser 
Like Flamenco, the Relation Browser [13] is meant for IR rather 
than EDA; however, it contextualizes counts better that Flamenco. 
A successor to Query Previews [4], it shows both conditional and 
unconditional histograms for each metadata attribute, so it is pos-
sible to distinguish whether, for instance, a preponderance of 
works from Europe matching a query for military-themed works is 
due to an association between Europe and military, or just an 
abundance of European works overall.  However perceiving the 
distinction requires visual comparison of the ratio between condi-
tional and unconditional bar lengths for Europe compared to other 
locations. This is more difficult than the Perspective Browser’s 
comparison between absolute bar lengths. Further, because the 
Relation Browser uses a single linear scale for bar heights, if only a 
small percentage of works match the query when comparing 
counts for two attribute values, the conditional bars may both be 
less than a pixel high, making precise comparisons impossible.  

PaperLens 
PaperLens is one of the few systems designed to allow broad audi-
ences to find patterns in data [11]. Like the Perspectives Browser, 
it is highly visual and interactive.  However, it is tailored for ana-
lyzing academic publications, while PB is domain independent. 

3 INTERFACE DESIGN 
Figure 1 shows the PB interface. We divided the interface into four 
columns labeled Query, Summary, Results List, and Selected Re-
sult; providing users with a natural left to right movement across 
the screen that roughly corresponds to Shneiderman’s Information 
Seeking Mantra: overview first, zoom and filter, followed by de-
tails on demand [15]. To begin a query, users select one of the 
attributes labeled in the Query column. This expands the corre-
sponding histogram in the Summary column. Once expanded, us-
ers can select one of the attribute values in the histogram. For 
instance, one experimental subject selected the attribute “Persons” 
and the value “Female Persons” in order to explore themes associ-
ated with works depicting women. Selecting a value both adds that 
value as a filter in the active query and, if the value has subcatego-
ries, expands a new histogram that displays them. For female per-
sons, this would support further restricting the query to works 
depicting wives or mothers, for instance.  

As users build queries by selecting different attribute values from 
different histograms, a natural language summary of the active 
query appears at the top of the Summary column. This helps users 
remember which attribute values they have selected. This is espe-
cially helpful for attribute values from histograms that are not ex-
panded and therefore display no labels. At the same time, the Re-
sults List and Selected Result columns update to show images of 
the art works that match the active query. Users can select a spe-
cific item in the Results List column by either clicking with their 
mouse or navigating with the arrow keys. 

Dual encoding of the histogram bars enables multivariate pattern 
discovery. Width shows the unconditional distribution over the 
whole collection, while height shows the conditional distribution 
given the current query. In Figure 1, the subject has added a sec-
ond filter Theme=military and has chosen to view the attribute 
Location. While the relative bar widths show that there are more 
European works than North American ones in the collection, the 
heights show that the relative frequency of military-themed works 
depicting women is much higher for Europe, even after controlling 
for the difference in overall frequency (see accompanying video). 
We now describe the visual representation of the histograms in 
more detail. 
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Figure 1 Perspectives Browser with a query for military-themed works of art depicting female persons. 

Residual Histogram Visualization 
A central task for EDA is finding underlying structure in data. In a 
statistics framework, this involves iteratively making models, in-
vestigating deviations from the models, refining the models, and 
repeating. For categorical data, one might start with the zero pa-
rameter model that all values are equally likely. If that model does-
n't explain the data, one might take the empirical distribution of 
that variable as a model, but assume that other variables are inde-
pendent of it. At each stage, the simplest model consistent with 
previous decisions is termed the null hypothesis. Only if that model 
is a poor match to the observed data are more complicated models 
considered. 

Our audience does not naturally think in terms of models and re-
siduals. Therefore we wanted PB to automatically factor the ob-
served distribution into expected and residual components, and 
make the residual components salient. As users apply their com-
mon sense while iteratively refining the query, they can watch for 
patterns in the bar heights. Under this factorization, such patterns 
will automatically correspond to dependencies that aren’t ex-
plained by simpler models.  

Some current visualization designs show the difference between 
observed data and what is predicted under independence. For in-
stance, Figure 2 shows a Mosaic Plot of the association between 
date and location in the art collection. We drew the figure to re-
semble Friendly’s work on Mosaic Plots [6]. Mosaic Plots map cell 
width to the unconditional distribution of the x-variable, and 
heights in each column to the distribution of the y-variable condi-
tioned on x. Thus areas represent the joint distribution. If the vari-
ables were independent, the cells would line up in rows, just like 

they line up in columns. Color shows the deviation from expecta-
tion in terms of standardized Pearson residuals: (observed – ex-
pected) / expected. Mosaic plots can show associations among 
any number of variables, though they become harder to discover as 
the number increases. 

Even two-variable mosaic plots would most likely be too com-
plicated for our audience. The number of rectangles (170 in the 
figure) is overwhelming, the correspondence between rectangles 
and labels is difficult to trace when the rows don’t line up, and the 
many rectangles that are only one pixel in height or width can’t be 
effectively compared. In order to simplify the visualization we 
chose to look at the expected vs. observed frequencies for one 
variable at a time, conditioned on a derived binary variable corre-
sponding to a conjunctive query. We felt anyone who uses Google 
would be both familiar with and easily able to construct conjunc-
tive queries.  

Figure 3 shows our simplified mosaic plot where location is 
shown as before, but date is now binary, and specifies whether 
each art work matches the query Date=20thCentury. Since each 
20th Century cell shares the same baseline, it is possible to draw a 
reference line (shown in black) where the cell boundaries would 
fall if location were independent of the query. The farther away the 
actual boundaries are, the greater the deviation from independ-
ence. 

Figure 4 shows our redesign of the simplified mosaic plot, ex-
cept that it leaves out space optimizations discussed below. In-
stead of using color we used brightness to distinguish the matched 
and unmatched set within an attribute. We chose instead to use 
color, in a repeating pattern, to distinguish different attribute val-
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ues. This helped simplify the simplified mosaic plot even more, and 
made labeling of the y-variable (20thCentury vs. Not20thCentury) 
unnecessary. Participants in our evaluation had no trouble under-
standing that the height of the bright green bar labeled “Europe” in 
Figure 4 means that only about ¼ of European works match the 
query. Participants did not readily understand the concept of an 
expected value, but this is probably not crucial as long as they 
understand the meaning of differences in bar heights. Our modifi-
cation of mosaic plots trades space complexity for time complex-
ity. Users can read Figure 4 much more easily than Figure 2, but it 
shows less information at one time. When using our simplified 
plot, users can filter on each Date attribute one at a time and 
watch for changes to the Location histogram to reproduce the 
information show in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 Mosaic plot of Date vs. Location of Origin.  As in PB, at-
tribute values are sorted alphabetically, which works poorly for or-

dered or quantitative attributes like Date. 

 

Figure 3 Mosaic plot aggregating most Date values into one, and 
rescaling y to save space. Black lines show expected boundary 

positions. 

 

Figure 4 The same shapes as Figure 3, drawn in the style of the 
Perspectives Browser. 

Space-saving Refinements 
On Flamenco’s opening screen, the table of attributes, values, and 
counts takes up more than 1024x768 pixels. The Perspectives 
Browser reduces the space required by attribute value labels and 

counts to about 600x150, again by trading space for time. Users 
must select an attribute in order to expand the histogram and see 
the labels, and only one histogram can be expanded at a time. This 
is similar to the fisheye technique for labeling papers from only a 
single selected year in PaperLens [11]. Hiding labels saves room 
for browser controls, attribute histograms, result thumbnails, and 
details about one result. These easily fit on a 1024x768 screen. To 
accommodate both distributions and result images, Flamenco re-
quires users to scroll. It also requires users to view item details on 
a separate screen. 

The attribute Artists has over 4000 values. Obviously they can-
not all be labeled in PB given the layout of the screen. Instead a 
greedy algorithm first draws the label for the value under the 
mouse, if any. Remaining labels are drawn in order of their match 
to the query, starting with the largest. Labels that would occlude 
previously drawn ones are skipped. We use a similar algorithm to 
draw attribute bars, but instead of using the query match, we look 
at the total count for an attribute in the dataset. This causes Figure 
4, the PB histogram, to have fewer bars and labels than Figure 3, 
the simplified mosaic plot. 

In EDA, it is common to rapidly shift focus from overviews of 
an entire collection to filtered subsets orders of magnitude smaller. 
This creates a focus + context problem: how do you see the whole 
collection while allocating enough pixels to the focus so that pat-
terns may be discerned? This problem shows up in mosaic plots as 
single-pixel rectangles. Fortunately, 1D visualizations are amenable 
to combining focus and context by distorting in the orthogonal 
dimension. For PB we vary the y scale with the degree of filtering; 
one pixel of height represents orders of magnitude fewer objects 
when zoomed compared to overviews of the whole. The x scale 
remains constant, so the full unconditional distribution is always 
visible; only the dependency effects are scaled. Under the null hy-
pothesis, the expected bar heights are all equal, so a single scale 
can be chosen that focuses on the range of values near the expecta-
tion.  

Since EDA is primarily qualitative, the main question is which 
values deviate significantly from expectation. Thus distortion for 
values far from the expectation is acceptable. Further, we minimize 
the perceived distortion by using a Perspective Wall [12]. Users’ 
built-in 3D perspective correction helps soften the distortion of the 
y scale. We choose parameters so that the fold serves as a visual 
landmark, indicating where the null hypothesis distribution falls. 
Thus any bars that exceed the fold represent positive deviations 
from expectation, and bars that do not reach the fold represent 
negative deviations. For a more sophisticated audience, we could 
bevel or curve the fold to represent confidence intervals.  

As a final space optimization, histograms for unselected attrib-
utes are scaled down and are cropped at the fold (see Figure 1). 
This still supports scanning for attributes strongly associated with 
the query, because bars shorter than expected are still noticeable. 
The bar areas must sum to the area below the fold, so the visible 
shortfalls equal the invisible excesses. Thus, the larger the dark 
area below the fold, the greater the association.  

Exploration by Rollover 
Hovering the mouse over an attribute value previews the distribu-
tion that would be seen by clicking, but without additional distor-
tion (see Figure 5). This is the same technique as was used by the 
Relation Browser [13]. In addition, when hovering, the label and 
count (match/total) for the hovered attribute appears in the lower 
right corner of the screen. This allows users to easily see labels for 
attributes that are not expanded. By exploiting this hover feature, 
users can scan for values that are highly associated with the ex-
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panded attribute, and then look at the value when an association is 
observed. Figure 5 shows the query Persons=Female Persons plus 
hovering over Theme=religion, rather than clicking on religion as 
in Figure 1. In both cases the brightest Europe bar represents 398 
works while the North America bar represents 36. However the 
scaling in Figure 5 does not take into account the fraction of 
works with a religious theme. The drawback of this approach is 
that without distortion, hovering over a rare value may highlight 
distributions that are less than one pixel high, and therefore unob-
servable.  

 

Figure 5 Using highlighting to see the women-religion-North Amer-
ica pattern, rather than selection. 

Design Contributions 
Compared to previous systems, PB displays more kinds of helpful 
information in less space. The design evolved over three iterations. 
The first mapped the bars for each attribute onto a literal cityscape, 
with one building for each attribute [citation deleted to preserve 
anonymity]. We wanted to explore dozens of dimensions, and 
didn't think they could all fit using a 2D layout. This design 
showed sample images on each “floor” of the buildings, and didn't 
attempt to show deviations from an expected distribution. How-
ever 3D navigation was difficult and the cityscape metaphor didn’t 
become as productive as we had hoped. We never find a use for 
streets, architectural style, or topography, for instance. 

The second iteration had the look and feel of an ordinary web 
page, and was quite similar to Flamenco. There was an attempt to 
show distributions visually, and to show deviations from expecta-
tion. However these were overwhelmed by the sample images, and 
trying to explain the tick marks representing the null hypothesis 
distribution was unsuccessful. Subjects felt overwhelmed by the 
visual complexity, which required 1600x1200 pixels. They didn't 
find the integration of the thumbnails and attribute values to be 
particularly helpful. 

In both designs, item details could only be seen by following a 
hyperlink. Seeing a full result list also required a separate web 
page in version two, and was not available at all in version one. 

The current iteration was significantly influenced by ideas gener-
ated by students in a graduate interaction design studio. Each stu-
dent was assigned to develop their own interactive visualization of 
the art collection. None of these projects showed all the attributes 
at once. Since the need to allow for dozens of text labels for each 
attribute monopolized much of the screen, this decision added 
much flexibility. However, these designs took the specific domain 
into account, for example showing location differently from date, 
making their designs less generalizable.  

We wanted PB to be much more generalizable. As a quick test 
we also populated it with a database of academic papers from 
CiteSeer [10]. Since these papers are in pdf format, Adobe Acro-
bat can automatically extract figures to use as visual surrogates. 
We also used broadcast news stories collected by CMU's Informe-
dia project [3], where keyframes serve as surrogates. There are 
qualitative differences in the attributes of these collections. Differ-

ences include the depth of the attribute hierarchy, attribute cardi-
nality, whether attributes are nominal, ordinal, or quantitative, 
classification accuracy, and the number of values a single object 
may have for an attribute. Visualizing these additional databases 
helped keep the final design of the PB less tied to any particular 
type of information. 

Other notable ideas from the students’ design projects included 
representing each object explicitly, and using animation to give 
more space to a focus attribute. In the InfoVis community, pixel-
oriented visualizations have exploited the fact that computer moni-
tors have millions of pixels, so even fairly large datasets can be 
shown without aggregation [9]. Although the idea is not used in 
the version shown in Figure 1, representing the result set as a grid 
of pixels effectively conveys the approximate size of the result set 
as filters are updated. While the proportional thumbs in the result 
list scrollbar contains the same information, it takes more con-
scious effort to understand. When given a task to find works meet-
ing a certain description, one participant persisted for 15 minutes 
in a sequential scan of all the artworks until interrupted by the 
experimenter. She hadn't realized that she still had only looked at a 
tiny fraction of the images. 

Like Flamenco, but to an even larger degree, supporting drill-
through as well as drill-down aids exploration of the dataset. In 
Flamenco, clicking on an attribute value on an item detail page 
returns to the overview page and starts a new search with only that 
filter. In PB, there is only one page so the iteration can be much 
faster. In addition, clicking on an attribute value adds to the cur-
rent query (or subtracts if you click on a value less specific than a 
previous filter term). Thus it is easy to explore within an area of 
interest without having to re-specify the area. The interface only 
changes the selected item when changes to the query remove it 
from the result set (or when the user clicks on another image in the 
result list). Thus, emulating the Flamenco behavior requires only 
one extra click. First use the Clear Query button (which will never 
change the selected item), and then click on the desired value. 

The layout of the Selected Result column was designed for com-
pactness. Descriptive text is guaranteed a fixed minimum height 
(20% of the window height). After that, space is allocated in prior-
ity order: images get first dibs, followed by metadata, with descrip-
tive text getting any unused space. The metadata tree is laid out 
recursively with an O(n2) algorithm that does full look ahead for 
each sub-tree. Each sub-tree draws its root attribute value at the 
(x, y) location it is given. It then asks whether the rest of the sub-
tree will fit to its right. If so, it lays out each of its children at x' = 
x+<root label width>, and at successive y’ locations starting with 
y. Otherwise it lays out its children at x' = x + <indent width>, 
and y' starting at y +<line height>. In case it is being called just to 
find out whether the parent should go to a new line, it tells its 
parent which of these choices it made. 

Scrollbars are added to the descriptive text and metadata tree if 
needed, though most items in the databases we have tried so far 
don’t. Although PB supports scrolling through result sets, we 
believe that an expert user would rarely use this feature, beyond 
observing the thumb size to gauge the result size. Using the slider 
above the results to change the number of result thumbnail col-
umns, the number of preview images visible at one time can be 
varied from 3 to 1000 (at 1024 × 768 screen resolution and normal 
amounts of browser decoration). Since the result order is uncon-
strained, scrolling is unlikely to reveal qualitatively different pre-
views. (A possible improvement would be to explicitly randomize 
the order.) Thus thumbnails give useful feedback about the mean-
ing of query terms and the biases of the collection at high levels of 
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overview. Once a user has zoomed in on an area of interest, he 
may want to examine all the results. However we expect these sets 
to be small and not require scrolling. 

4 IMPLEMENTATION 
Platform Support 

The Perspectives Browser applet is built on top of Piccolo [2], 
which supports a 2D scene graph representation and provides 
hooks for picking and animation. Fortunately, PB doesn’t draw 
anything on the angled panel of the Perspective Walls, so it is easy 
to achieve the 3D effect with 2D graphics. The same functionality 
was first prototyped in proce55ing [7], and the differences are 
instructive. proce55ing continually redraws the scene from scratch, 
rather than having updates be generated by events. (It does sup-
port handlers for mouse and keyboard events, but the application 
builder would have to keep track of dirty regions, which is a big 
part of the work done by a graphics package.) Thus the application 
builder avoids the complication of implementing efficient incre-
mental updates. As a result, the code was much easier to write, 
and more compact by about a factor of two. It also provides a 
more uniform abstraction for drawing, even supporting a mixture 
of 2D and 3D with one set of methods 

Applets vs. HTML look and feel 
The implementation takes advantage of the asynchrony possible 
with applets, as opposed to html. Loading images and computing 
new conditional distributions when the query is updated are expen-
sive. Fortunately image loading is less important to a subjective 
sense of responsiveness than feedback in the summary visualiza-
tion. Besides updating counts for existing bars, query modifica-
tions that drill down to a new level of an attribute hierarchy require 
creating new bars. Fortunately, this process can be made fast. Cre-
ating the right number of bars (and their widths) is independent of 
the current query, so this information can be cached in the data-
base. Further, only information about one hierarchy level for one 
attribute is needed. Once the new bars are created, the application 
begins animating them from a height of zero to the height for the 
selected attribute, while shrinking the previously selected attribute.  

Based on perceptual psychology experiments, one second has 
become the rule of thumb for animating interface changes. This 
gives PB one second to compute the conditional distribution be-
fore the user really has a chance to notice the change in distribu-
tion. The perceptually important feedback is that animation starts 
quickly in response to mouse clicks. Often, query updates don’t 
require downloading information about a previously unseen hierar-
chy level, and so initial feedback doesn’t even require contacting 
the database. With a fast network connection, one second is plenty 
of time to get updated conditional counts (timings are based on a 
1.6GHz, 512MB Pentium 4 desktop database server running Win-
dows 2000, on the art database). Over dial-up, it can take up to 10 
seconds for a query that generates non-zero counts for many at-
tribute values. 

Much effort has gone into optimizing the client code and the 
MySQL database. The database is the bottleneck, especially for 
larger databases like the video news collection; little CPU load is 
imposed by the client in the Piccolo version. On the database side, 
temporary tables are heavily used to store intermediate query re-
sults and share them among queries. There is a temporary table 
that holds the record numbers of the items matching the query, so 
the client knows the size of the result set before it has individual 
bar counts. This would enable beginning the animation of Perspec-
tive Wall parameters before animating the bars, but this hasn’t 
been implemented. One could even start animating the bars to their 

expected height. Then the deviations would be animated sepa-
rately, increasing their salience. MySQL supports memory-based 
tables with hashed indexes, which helps with these relatively small 
datasets. MySQL’s JDBC implementation also supports a com-
pressed communication protocol, which improves response time 
over slow connections. 

Since PB initiates its animation within 100ms of mouse clicks, it 
feels more responsive than Flamenco, where every interaction 
requires loading a new web page. Flamenco’s MySQL design 
doesn’t seem to be optimized, either. The Relation Browser has to 
wait a similar amount of time for database queries on rollover, but 
feels slower in the general case because there is no immediate 
feedback. However the Relation Browser optimizes the special 
case of the empty query, by sending a table of counts for every 
possible rollover to the client. In this case, updates take less than 
100ms. The number of counts in the table is quadratic in the num-
ber of values for all the attributes. Whether the extra time to 
download the table is justified is both dataset and task dependent. 

5 EVALUATION 
We conducted a small informal study as an initial evaluation of the 
PB interface. The study was meant to provide feedback that can 
influence the design through another round of refinement. We 
wanted to understand (i) if PB could help support a non-technical 
audience in knowledge discovery and (ii) how people without 
training in data mining or EDA conceive of using an interactive 
visualization to undertake knowledge discovery. We ran the study 
in two rounds. After the first round, because of how participants 
performed, we significantly modified both the study and the type 
of participants we were looking for. 

For Round 1 participants consisted of two undergraduate stu-
dents and one recent graduate who had just completed a Master’s 
degree. The only instruction they were given was that they would 
be using a web site for an art museum collection. We asked them 
to answer two directed search questions and two knowledge dis-
covery essay questions. Example of one directed search question: 
“Find at least four 19th century Mexican art works that depict 
Jesus Christ. Do Mexican works depict Jesus Christ more often or 
less often than those of other countries in this period?” Example 
of one essay question “Compare depictions of the intellectual life 
of men vs. women. What objects and themes are associated with 
each sex, and how does this differ among cultures? Write 2 or 3 
topic sentences, each suitable for expansion into an essay on the 
significance of the relationship you found.” 

For Round 2 participants consisted of two PhD students with 
non-technical backgrounds. One was working on a PhD in history 
and the other had a product design background and was beginning 
a PhD in HCI. Both had a little experience with statistics and one 
had limited programming experience. We decided to use PhD stu-
dents because we felt they would have a more sophisticated view 
of the knowledge discovery task, given that they were beginning a 
career in research. We did not think the PB interface could teach 
knowledge discovery to an audience unfamiliar with this task, but 
we hoped it could provide a valuable resource to people who were 
taking a manual approach to looking for patterns. For Round 2 we 
quickly demoed the system and then asked each participant to 
think aloud while looking for interesting questions in the data. We 
wanted to see how many interesting questions they could find in 
30 minutes. 

Results 
For Round 1, participants all completed the two information re-
trieval tasks. We expected them to refine the query, such as Loca-
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tion = NorthAmerica => Mexico AND Date = 19thCentury AND 
Theme = Religion => SpiritualBeing=> Jesus, and then scan the 
results. However, they instead kept changing the query around, 
looking at one set of attributes at a time. When completing these 
tasks they used the search labels to expand the histograms in order 
to explore the attribute labels, and they used the Selected Result 
column to both refine their query using the listed links and to con-
firm that the artworks contained the elements they were looking 
for. During this process they almost completely ignored the histo-
grams themselves and they never used the hover feature. None of 
the participants did much of anything with the essay question. This 
poor result with the essay motivated us to change the task to being 
knowledge discovery only, to explain how to use the interface for 
exploration, and to draw from a participant pool that had at least 
some familiarity with knowledge discovery, in this case PhD stu-
dents. 

For Round 2 both participants began by first trying to get an 
overview of the database followed by an exploration of an area in 
which they had some domain knowledge. This approach is not 
surprising given that some domain knowledge is require to know 
when expectations are not met. Both participants focused most of 
their efforts on comparing histograms and on using the hover fea-
ture to both read labels and counts for attributes in the collapsed 
histograms and to see the preview of the distribution. In addition, 
both participants used the thumbnails and detail view of the images 
to assist in better understanding the relationship between the ab-
stract query and the concrete results. 

Both participants were successful at discovering interesting 
questions for further exploration. The designer struggled a little 
more at this because his domain knowledge of the Middle Eastern 
art and of architecture was not a good match for the contents of 
the collection. The history student had more success applying his 
knowledge of the history of military technology when exploring 
the differences between works of art from North America and 
Europe that showed images of women and were classified with a 
military theme.  

Location and date were the attributes explored most extensively. 
Once participants got involved in a single topic, then began to 
explore it looking for both changes over time, changes within dif-
ferent locations, or differences in the trends over time for different 
locations.  

While participants found exploring with the histograms and 
hover feature to be quite easy, they did have trouble accurately 
interpreting their findings. Participants often constructed queries 
by selecting two attributes and then relating them to a third attrib-
ute. However, when they found something they did not expect, 
they never thought to evaluate the attributes one at a time. In sev-
eral cases they encountered false positives that seems to indicate 
an association among three variables, but where one of the vari-
ables was actually irrelevant. 

The following is an example of one of the participant’s explora-
tions to find an interesting question… 
• Began by exploring military because he knows something 

about this. Knows about military from his initial exploration 
of the attributes 

• Selects women, because he thinks there might be something 
interesting to discover in how women are portrayed in art-
works with military themes 

• Expands Location and notices that Europe has a greater per-
centage of artworks matching military+women than North 
America 

• Expands Date and notices that there is a decrease over time 
for artworks that match military+women. 

• Hovers over Europe and notices that the decreasing trend for 
military+women remains the same. 

• Hovers over North America and notices that artworks that 
match military+women increase from the 19th to the 20th Cen-
tury. 

• Decides this is an interesting question for further exploration. 
Why do artworks matching military+women decrease in 
popularity in Europe from the 16th to the 20th century while 
increasing in North American from the 19th to the 20th cen-
tury? Is this a real trend in the artworks that were produced in 
these regions, or is this instead an idiosyncrasy of this specific 
collection. 

Discussion 
In general the PB interface works very well for information re-

trieval tasks such as directed search and informal browsing. The 
study showed that participants could successfully use the PB inter-
face to answer specific questions about the collection. In addition, 
the interface layout combining the Query, Summary, Results List, 
and Selected Result provided two clear benefits. First, it allowed 
users to more immediately understand what the attribute labels 
really meant. By examining the artworks that matched the active 
query, users could quickly see how the abstract query related to 
the concrete examples the system displayed. Second, the layout 
improved navigation over systems like Flamenco by allowing users 
to see a detailed result without navigating to a new screen and to 
even interact with the terms in the detail to refine their query. 

The PB interface also allowed users with little training in statis-
tics and programming to engage in interactive visual exploration in 
order to find interesting patterns in the data. However, in order to 
successfully engage in this task, participants needed to bring with 
them some experience in knowledge discovery; in this case their 
basic knowledge of a research process. In addition, the lack of a 
sophisticated knowledge of statistics may have influenced the 
number of false-positives that participants misinterpreted. It will be 
interesting to see if we can modify the interface to make the false 
positives more recognizable, or if the interface will require users 
with more training. 

6 FUTURE WORK 
Future work falls into two categories: refinement to the interface 
to guide users away from false correlations and more detailed and 
robust evaluation of the interface.  

If PB is going to support a more general set of users, then some-
thing needs to be done to reduce the number of false positive dis-
coveries. For example, one participant “discovered” that the use of 
the color pink has been decreasing in Europe over the past few 
centuries, while it has been increasing in North America. However 
this effect can be entirely explained by the fact that the percentage 
of all European works has been decreasing, in favor of those from 
North America. How can we discourage users from forming overly 
complicated hypotheses? In this case, controlling for Location 
would eliminate the dependency of Date on color use. Graphically, 
this can be accomplished by adjusting the widths of the Date bars 
when the user filters on Location. But how does the interface 
know to condition on Location and not Color? 

One approach is to condition on all but the most recently im-
posed filter. This ensures that any observed pattern depends on 
that filter; however, the query might still involve other irrelevant 
filters. The Browser could also automatically gray out filters that 
do not contribute to the residual for the selected attribute. This 
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would prevent users from combining attributes with no relation-
ship, but could diminish the exploratory feel of the interaction 

Another approach, which demands more sophistication from us-
ers, is to explicitly visualize graphical models that make dependen-
cies clear. These could be inferred automatically, as above, as well 
as serve as an interface for exploring different models. 

The small studies have helped to both discover problems with 
the interface and to better understand how people approach 
knowledge discovery tasks. We plan additional iterations as we 
redesign to improve learnability and the quality of discoveries. In 
the future we plan to recruit subjects with varying backgrounds to 
find the best targets for more quantitative studies. We will also 
vary the datasets used in order to gauge the generality of the ap-
proach, including both image and non-image databases. Larger 
databases may require approximate count algorithms to maintain 
adequate responsiveness. 

In parallel with evaluation on discovery tasks, we plan compara-
tive studies with Flamenco and the Relation Browser on search 
and browsing tasks. 

7 CONCLUSION 
The Perspectives Browser provides an interactive visualization 

of a dataset with the goal of supporting knowledge discovery for 
general users who most likely do not have training in statistics or 
in programming. It uses a new visualization technique to make 
patterns in residuals salient, based on a model of independence 
among attributes. It is a special case of Mosaic Plots that is easier 
to understand, but requires more sequential search to find patterns. 
Perspective Walls enable precise comparison of bar heights while 
showing them in the context of the entire dataset. 

PB uses a compact design that supports an overview plus detail 
organization into four columns that show the query, a summary of 
dozens of attributes, thumbnails of the results, and details for a 
single result. The design reduced the space devoted to labels by 
using animation to show only labels in the immediate focus area. In 
contrast, Flamenco requires scrolling and multiple pages, and the 
Relation Browser is limited to fewer than 10 attributes. 

An iterative design process led to an appealing color scheme, 
layout, and animation that encouraged subjects to explore longer 
than with the previous html-based interface. The asynchronous 
updates supported by applets let us improve the perceived respon-
siveness despite the need to send slow queries to a database server. 

The informal studies indicate that non-technical people with skill 
in knowledge discovery can use the interface to find interesting 
questions. Still, an important unanswered question is the size of 
the potential audience who would be interested in discovering 
patterns in databases. A mass audience will require intuitive and 
enjoyable interfaces. 
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